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The Iron Gates gorge system is formed by the con-
vergence of the Carpathians and Balkan mountain 
ranges that collide and plunge directly into the 
Danube River (Fig. 1). The geographical conditions 
of this region have created a frontier zone in differ-
ent periods, and the historical context of this article 
deals specifically with the period between 1429 and 
c. 1435 when this castle system was placed under 
the control of a contingent from the Teutonic Order 
to help defend the Kingdom of Hungary against an 
impending Ottoman invasion. The Teutonic Order’s 
mission was a military expedition and King Sigis-
mund’s use of a contingent from the Teutonic Order 
as a military force in this region was a part of his 
overall strategy to protect his kingdom from further 
invasion by Ottoman armies under Sultan Murad 
II (1404–1451). The Danube river, itself, at this 
time served as the frontier between the Kingdom of 
Hungary and the recently conquered Ottoman terri-
tory on the southern bank. The theme of this article 
centers on the application of traditional techniques of landscape archaeology to perform a military analy-
sis of these fortifications in the Iron Gates castle chain using more novel avenues of research- given travel 
bans and other restrictions brought about by the on-going Corona-19 crisis.
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THE PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS
Both military strategists and landscape archaeologists approach the exploitation and interpretation of terrain 
in complex, systematized manners. In many ways these approaches are similar, though the various objec-
tives for the former requires an active result: to employ the natural environment for future action, while the 
latter seeks a more passive outcome: to decipher the same process for past actions within the conditions in 
which they had once existed. Making a very large assumption and then putting that aside for the moment 
– that it truly is possible through a multidisciplinary approach to recreate a past terrain – another precari-
ous question arises. Would it be possible (during a time of restricted travel brought about by a world-wide 
pandemic) for an archaeologist/historian to use this approach to begin with that reconstructed, older land-
scape, and assess the military effectiveness (tactically and strategically) of manipulating that landscape by 
means of constructing a defensive chain of castles, all from a geographical distance? These questions will 
be addressed below in a discussion of my proposed methodology. I would maintain that if it is appropriate 
for landscape archaeologists to examine how ancient landscapes were exploited through human agency in a 

Fig. 1. Map of the Iron Gates in relation to surrounding 
terrain
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distant past, then it may be equally valid to go a step further and use the same field to examine how a castle 
chain was placed within a very constrictive landscape to consider whether it was done using a strategically 
sound method that best suited the highly volatile military situation in which it was employed.

A further related concern involves a longstanding historiographical controversy which speaks to a matter 
of territoriality. Is military history better served by academics coming from within the armed forces who 
have turned their battlefield expertise to the study of history, or trained historians applying their scholarly 
techniques onto military affairs (Biddle 2018; Allison 2010)? For my part, I fall into the category of a 
researcher with a military background, and so my training and experience will shape how I deal with the 
questions posed above. 

The focus of my doctoral research work concerns a military analysis of the castle chain on the part of the 
Danube River that stretches the length of the Iron Gates gorge (approximately 134 km long) (Fig. 2). Given 
my military background discussed above, I understand my approach to this topic as a kind of landscape 
archaeology through a military lens. Once the fortresses are placed in the historical landscape in which 
they had existed, my observations as to the military effectiveness of would be taken from the viewpoint of 
a soldier’s analysis. Any observation would itself be scrutinized through primary sources such as military 
manuals which would have been available by the third decade of the fifteenth century to try and determine 
if there as any anachronism lying at the heart of the observation. The analysis is centered around the cas-
tles themselves (to include their garrisons), as individual material objects, but also as a working defensive 
system in total.

How, despite an uninterrupted two-year period of preparation, building, and strengthening brought by 
truce, were Ottoman forces able to break through at this very part of Hungary’s entire frontier defense 
(spanning about two hundred kilometers along its southernmost borders with the buffer states of the Des-
potate of Serbia on the western flank, and the Voivodeship of Wallachia on the eastern flank) once the 
truce had ended? How, if the Iron Gates fortification system was meant as a key lynchpin between these 
two territories for Hungary’s defense, did it fail? The Ottoman attack of 1432 began by testing the Serbian 
defenses at Belgrade and the surrounding area which successfully resisted, so Sultan Murad II (1404–1451) 

Fig. 2. Entire length of the Iron Gates system of gorges, canyons, and valleys
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withdrew to strike the defensive line at the Iron Gates. Common sense would dictate that this point should 
have been the strongest part of the entire defensive line, so why was the instantaneous breakthrough here, 
especially given the particularly forbidding terrain of the gorge itself? The purpose of my doctoral work is 
to attempt to answer these questions.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACHES IN THE RESEARCH 
OF THE CASTLES OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER AT THE IRON GATE

Prior to 2020, there already were obstacles to analyzing how these castles related to their immediate 
landscapes. The twenty-four fortifications transferred to the control of the Teutonic Order in September 
1429 were recorded in a contemporary document in the following way: Severyn, Insyl Saan, Vaskapu, 
Sente Peters, an unnamed fortress above Severyn, Goryn, Orsua, an unnamed fortress upriver from Orsua, 
Peczsch, an unnamed fortress above Peczsch, Lybko, Zynicze, Staniloucz, Dranko, Ybrasd, Soel, Ander 
Peczsch, Sand Ladislaen, Possesin, an unnamed fortress upriver from Possesin, Rybes, Myhalt, Halmas, 
and Ylied (Feneșan 2015) (Fig. 3). However, only the locations of seven of them are physically confirma-
ble (on the River Danube: Severyn, Goryn, Zynicze, Dranko, and Sand Ladislaen; in the mountain passes: 
Myhalt, and Ylied). Part of this is due to the transience of memory where frontier lines move on, and 
fortresses no longer serve a military function. They become invisible through disuse, and the connection 
of name to actual location becomes broken. Likewise, part of it is due to the physical ravages of time, and 
the process of “architectural taphonomy” reads as: disuse leads to disrepair, to disintegration, and finally 
to burial and obscuration by vegetation. Therefore, the exact location becomes lost. The names from the 
1429 report must be reconnected to their correct locations, and the locations of the sites physically lost 
must be discovered in order to begin to understand where to place these castles in a landscape for analysis. 
The solution would be to conduct exploratory fieldwork of the area, guided by local knowledge of the area 
from current inhabitants, or regional expertise from the Museum of Highland Banat (Muzeul Banatului 
Montan) in Reșița, the modern administrative center of the county (Caraș-Severin), for the western portion 
of the Iron Gates.

Fig. 3. Locations of known and suspected sites of the Teutonic Order’s fortifications in the Iron Gates
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However, in 1972, a third, larger obstacle materi-
alized. The Iron Gates I Hydroelectric dam (Roma-
nian: Porțile de Fier I, Serbian: Ђердап I/Đerdap I) 
was built between the modern towns of Orșova and 
Drobeta-Turnu Severin, inundating at least sixteen 
of the twenty-one castle sites located directly on the 
river Danube (United nAtions 2011) (Fig. 4). This 
greatly hinders a physical search for foundations 
and other physical traces. Only the sites of Severyn 
and Goryn are known not to have been affected by 
the flooding caused by the dam as they are located 
downriver from it. The fortress of Sand Ladislaen, 
however, is a special case, as its chosen geographi-
cal location is set on a promontory two hundred fifty 
meters above the Danube’s current water level. In his military study of the famous Siege of Golubac (1428, 
the same year of Sand Ladislaen’s completion), László Veszprémy analyzes the connection of the fortress’ 
construction to the siege of the castle Golubac (taken over by Ottoman troops in 1427), which greatly illus-
trates its strategic importance as a counterbalance in the ongoing Ottoman Wars (Veszprémy 2009).

The rest of the Iron Gates riverine fortresses are known or are thought to be upriver from the dam along 
the shoreline of the old riverbank, and therefore affected in some way. Of these, only two of the known 
river sites (Zynicze and Dranko) are partially or almost completely covered by the new, raised, level of the 
Danube (Fig. 5). Though locatable, their immediate landscapes have disappeared (Ţeicu 2009). There is a 
further impediment to physically finding submerged sites. This is sediment deposition caused by the barrier 
of the dam itself, which greatly restricts its natural flow downriver and out of the region, further covering 
many sites. As the United Nations’ Second Assessment of Transboundary Rivers, Lakes and Groundwaters 
specifically states:

“The construction of the Iron Gates has caused an alteration of the hydrological regime of the 
Danube River. Reduction of sediment transport capacity, leading to sediment deposition at cer-
tain parts and alteration of the character of the aquatic and riparian habitats, were among the 
main effects. Sediment deposition induced the gradual increase of high-water levels upstream, 
reducing the safety of the existing flood protection system.” (United nAtions 2011)

To attempt to solve the overall problem of missing flooded locations and known submerged sites buried 
under decades of sediment deposition, a number of possible solutions have been identified, with varied lev-
els of possibility. These include underwater excavation, as there is an example of a recent excavation very 
close to the site of the castle of Severyn (now modern Drobeta Turnu-Severin), which speaks to the feasi-
bility of conducting research in this part of the heavily currented Danube (Karović et. al. 2008). Another 
possibility would be Underwater LiDAR, as well as the more cost-effective SONAR technology (PoPescu 
& iordAn 2018).

Also, a further technology, geographic information system (GIS), would also provide additional avenues 
of research. This includes precise distancing, calculating accurate lines of sight, comprehensive interlock-
ing fields of fire (mAsser 2019; JuříK, Herman & cHmelíK 2017). It also provides image processing for 
geospatial analysis for digital mapmaking in itself, as well as offering the ability to represent the changes to 
landscapes themselves (mAVrAkis 2014).

However, all of these solutions have become academic, so to speak. The idea of a physical investiga-
tion has had to have been shelved, in favor of more virtual analyses of past landscapes. Therefore, the 
field search will have to take on more of a role of confirmation for possible locations detected by the 
means discussed below, though most assuredly, it will also have to fulfill this pre-pandemic function in 
some cases.

Fig. 4. The Iron Gates I Hydroelectric Dam
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A METHODOLOGY OF WORKAROUNDS
The old techniques still make the best starting point – public health lock-down, or no. This necessitates doc-
ument searches for listings of the various spellings of these castle names in at least five languages among 
deeds, diplomas, etc.; rummaging through mentions of sightings of mysterious ruins in old travel journals; 
as well as combing visual media for relevant sketches, woodcuts, or illustrations.

Afterall, it is the visual realm in which this work is grounded. To understand the tactical, strategic, and 
logistical relationships between these fortifications and their immediate terrains and regional environment in 
which they were placed in order to analyze the effectiveness of the Iron Gates castle chain (especially given 
its failure in the events of 1432), both the castles and their surroundings need to be observed together. Old 
maps become key, not only as a surrogate for physical observation because of COVID travel restrictions, but 
also as another source for finding possible site locations- like the documents, travel journals, and illustrations.

Pre-dam maps need to have two things to be useful. Regarding an understanding of the environment and 
terrain, the requirement is finding a representation of the area which is closest in date to 1432 as possible – 
due to issues as riverbank erosion and course changes (though the latter is far less an issue than the former 
for the Danube in this mountainous region). Perhaps contradictory, both minuteness of scale (to reveal more 
details) and comprehensiveness of the area covered are needed. I have found the best compromise between 
the two comes from a subset of forty-eight map sheets out of a collection of 4,096 sheets comprising the 
First Military Survey of Emperor Joseph II (for example, Fig. 5). This survey was created between 1763 
and 1785 to provide reliable maps for the Austrian Army. Therefore, its focus on military features in the 
landscape (such as fords, ferry crossings, ruins of fortifications, etc.) is perfect for this type of research 
(Fig. 6). It encompassed the entire territory under control of the Habsburg Empire at the time of production. 
Sheets are meant to be used in conjunction with each other as each one is a continuation of the other sheets 
that border it. This is a mapping survey that is: 1) a reliable map set, 2) covering the entire area of the Iron 
Gates, and 3) with the date of creation closest to 1432.

Fig. 5. Example Sheet 193 of the the First Military Survey of Emperor Joseph II
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Using a technique that I learned from my time in the United States Army, I have joined together (using 
heavy, transparent packing tape) these forty-eight sheets which were printed out on A3-sized paper (297 
× 420 mm) and laminated for durability. The problem with viewing maps on computer screens is that it 
is impossible to interpret focused, minute details represented within the map in the context of the larger 

Fig. 7.  Three-dimensional manipulation of the First Military Survey in Mapire website

Fig. 6. Details of the First Military Survey illustrating navigational obstacles and fortification sites
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picture of the entire area as a whole. On a fixed screen, one can either zoom in for detail, or zoom out for 
breadth, but not both simultaneously. 

There is a further benefit for using this map set. The website Mapire connects all of the sheets from the 
First Military Survey (along with subsequent Military surveys) and digitally places them as a skin on a 
three-dimensional satellite map created by HERE Technologies (Fig. 7). As the Military Survey maps are 
hand-drawn and painted, details are not always perfectly aligned, but an attempt has been made to adjust 
these over the modern map by fixing known points that appear on both maps together and stretching or 
shrinking the area in between these few misaligned points. The result is that one can rotate the survey on 
all three axes, even laying it down to view the terrain as a bird might, flying to the horizon, as well as circle 
and zoom in and out of any point. Also, there is a function to precisely adjust the opacity of the Military 
Survey overlay to varying degrees (Fig. 8). This makes it possible to find points of interest that existed in 
real space in some form at the time of the Military Survey and were therefore represented upon it (like ruins 
that are no longer visible today), and then “look underneath” to see if that point of interest is now covered 
by the waters of the Danube. It also gives modern grid reference for points that can later be located on the 
ground through GPS positioning (see also: skAlo et al. 2011).

SUMMATION
It seems a little counter-intuitive that it is possible to make an observation like, “Watchtower X had a design 
flaw because it was placed too close to a large limestone outcropping to its Northwest that impeded its view 
of the river approach from that direction, all of which decreased its military effectiveness,” without actually 
ever standing upon its ramparts. The realities of COVID-19 have curtailed much in normal life, placing 
field research even more out of reach. Luckily, there are solutions, both old and new technology has pro-
gressed enough so that there are a few workarounds, which are not perfect and must be verified later when 
international travel resumes once again. 

Looking forward in my research under COVID, three-dimensional architectural design software (such 
as AutoCAD) will be useful to reconstruct fortresses using existing foundations and ground plans garnered 

Fig. 8. Opacity manipulation of the First Military Survey overlay above the modern HERE map on Mapire website
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from the few archaeological excavations that were conducted just prior to the construction of the dam. This 
should allow for accurate-scale reconstructions of these military features to represent them as might have 
been in 1432. These can then be placed within a three-dimensional model of the medieval landscape in 
order to make observations for analysis, which then must be verified in person once the world opens itself 
up once again.
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